Note: Trim shown is a sampling of WINCO’s offering. Not all shapes are held in stock and minimum quantity order may be required. Consult your local WINCO sales representative for other trims available. It is WINCO’s recommendation to install all trim and materials per WINCO’s installation instructions.

Note: ALCOA architectural sills can be used with any window system and most frame extrusions. Special application details are available upon request from WINCO Engineering.

The shim / sealant joint allowance at the sill may have to be increased depending on the actual wall condition and the window frame selected.
Note: Trim shown is a sampling of WINCO's offering. Not all shapes are held in stock and minimum quantity order may be required. Consult your local WINCO sales representative for other trims available. It is WINCO's recommendation to install all trim and materials per WINCO’s installation instructions.
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Sill Extender Sections - All Windows
Product Details - Universal Sill Extensions
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